Abstract-The important characteristic that could assist in autonomous navigation is the ability of a mobile robot to concurrently construct a map for an unknown environment and localize itself within the same environment. This computational problem is known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). In literature, researchers have studied this approach extensively and have proposed a lot of improvement towards it. More so, we are experiencing a steady transition of this technology to industries. However, there are still setbacks limiting the full acceptance of this technology even though the research has been conducted over the last 30 years. Thus, to determine the problems facing SLAM, this paper conducted a review on various foundation and recent SLAM algorithms. This study was carried out to discuss unresolved SLAM problem with the view that could encourage researchers to produce more innovative achievements by taking the SLAM issues discussed into consideration. However, a novel SLAM technique that will address these problems will be proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous Localization and mapping (SLAM) is an important problem that has been broadly researched in robotics. Its contribution towards autonomous robot navigation has attracted researchers towards focusing on this area [1, 2] . In the past, various techniques for addressing simultaneous localization and mapping has been proposed with remarkable achievements. Research has been conducted based on several types of sensors because of their advantage to one another; also sensor selection can be as a result of the type of technique they are proposing to solve the SLAM problem [3] . In [4] , they proposed to address the SLAM problem in an environment without pre-determined landmarks using laser sensors.
The Particle filter algorithm was deployed on their system and had produced a highly detailed map for an office environment. But, laser sensors apart from being expensive could produce a wrong measurement when encountering shiny or black objects that do not reflect light and this could affect robot localization in an environment [5] . In [2] , they proposed the use of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) filter algorithm to process the information obtained by the sonar sensors attached to the robot. The sonar sensor was proposed because of its low cost and low computational complexity for retrieving information from the environment. In the work of [3] , they condemn the use of sonar sensors because of its inability to provide fine-grained information from sound. Instead, they proposed bio-sonar. This was employed due to high intelligent interaction capability towards a complex environment and its ability to extract more information from the echoes than sonar. BatSLAM algorithm was proposed to analyse the information acquired by the bio-sonar, but from their experiment, the system limitation occurs if it encounters a larger complex environment because echoes arriving from different directions are delayed and trying to analyse them produced an invalid cue which makes the system fail to navigate correctly [6] .
In the work of [7] , they proposed a vision-based SLAM, because the camera was able to acquire more information from the environment than other sensors which could improve robot navigation [8] . Thus, being aware of the issues of environmental noise with vision-based system, they tend to address the issue of shadow. They proposed the use of twodimensional occupancy grid maps produced from 3-D point clouds obtained by a stereo camera, they also introduced an extracted salient line segments from the ground into the grid map. On the grid map, robot pose estimation was attained by employing particle filters. In this technique, the grid maps were not affected by shadow and lighting conditions, but under severe illumination condition, it is impossible to extract the salient line segment which resulted to a failed SLAM technique. However, the issue of illumination variance support while some researchers still prefer the use of active sensors to acquire data from the environment [9] .
Furthermore, for reliable and accurate measurement of the environment, the work of [10] propose the use of multiple sensors to attain an impressive result so that one sensor can take advantage over the weakness of another. But the major limitation is high computational complexity when combining too much data from multiple sensors. Hence, irrespective of the sensor employed, they all have their limitations. However, sensors are not the only contributor to SLAM failure, algorithm employed to address the SLAM problem also have their limitations and they will be discussed in the next section. In this paper, Section 2 and 3 discuss the foundation and recent SLAM algorithm while section 4 discusses the proposed Novel SLAM technique.
II. FOUNDATIONAL SLAM ALGORITHM
In an attempt to develop an efficient and effective technique that can address SLAM problem, sensors play an important role of acquiring data from the environment [8] but localization and mapping techniques are not limited to this operation. There are several procedure that still need to be implemented, for instance, the analysis of the data captured assist in mapping building and localization, this can be attained by using SLAM algorithm [11] . In the literature, several foundation SLAM algorithms has been proposed with outstanding result but they are all confronted with various challenges and issues [12] . In this section, some of these algorithms will be discussed together with their limitations and advantages.
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Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
In the review involving EKF, it is important to mention the Kalman filter because it is the foundation for EKF and some algorithms like Extended Information Filter (EIF), nonlinear least-square etc. [12] . Researchers over the years have employed Kalman filter as an algorithm to estimate dynamic linear systems with Gaussian noise [11] . [12] .
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is an upgraded version of a Kalman filter that can address non-linear model [11] . The linearization of non-linear model can be solved by many methods but in EKF, a technique called first order Taylor expansion is employed to address this issue. At each time (t), it linearize the measurement and motion model using the current state to estimate for a new update [11] . The filter procedure is attained with two steps given in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
The Time Update stage
At this stage, the filter computes the covariance matrix  ( ) 
The measurement update stage
This stage plays a significant role to address the problem of data association ( ) c and generate the new updated measurement for t μ and  t using the current state of the previous stage. They are computed by estimating first, the Kalman gains as given in equations (4) The above listed two steps are unique to EKF and can be use to instantiate the online SLAM given a condition of Gaussian model. The EKF is a popular algorithm because of the ability to overcome the problem of Kalman filter, but the computational cost of the algorithm is high [13] .
Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter
In the work of Murphy, Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is implemented to estimate the joint posterior ( ) ( ) of the robot. Using the information provided above, the Rao-Blackweilized particle filter used the factorization given in equation (7) to represent SLAM [14] .
In the factorization procedure, firstly the trajectory of the robot is estimated followed by the map taking into consideration that the same trajectory is computed. This is mandatory because the map creation rely on the estimated robot pose and vice versa [22] . The Rao-Blackwelized particle filter offers efficient computational cost with improved processing speed. Its representation in equation (7) can be formulated efficiently to address SLAM since the posterior of the map ( ) [14] . In computing, the posterior ( )
for potential trajectories, particle filter may be employed. Since every particle corresponds to a potential robot trajectory and individual maps are connected with each sample. Therefore, maps will be created using the observation and corresponding particle relating to the trajectory. This procedure allows the robot to learn models of their environment and estimate successfully their trajectory [14] . Thus, the particle filters effectiveness and complexity rely heavily on the number of particles. The increase in the number of particles might improve its effectiveness, but at a price of high computational cost. Otherwise, the effectiveness can be minimized with low computational cost. However, estimating an optimal number of particle required is often difficult to attain [15] .
In the literature, the above mentioned foundation SLAM algorithms are very common [9] but not limited to these three algorithms, others such as, Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) and Compressed Extended Kalman Filter (CEKF) exist [12] . The algorithms discussed above are the basis of operation for other algorithms [11] . Irrespective of the algorithm proposed, they all have their advantages and limitations, and these shows that more research still need to be done in this area. However, researchers do not only rely on these algorithms, they tend to introduce more components that can improve SLAM performance, some of their methods will be presented in the next section
III. RECENT SLAM ALGORITHMS
The simultaneous localization and mapping is an important problem to consider as far as autonomous guidance is concerned [1] . Thus, successful navigation of a robot given in an unknown environment require continuous updating of map while simultaneously estimating its position in its environment. In literature, researchers have presented recent technique to overcome the challenges of the foundational SLAM algorithm [16] . This section will discuss some of these techniques, their challenges and issue they encountered during their implementation. Furthermore, this section will disclose recent issue because reviews are only conducted on recent techniques only.
In the work of [17] , they propose to replan at every time 
However, in any partial observable system, the sensor vector measurement at very time k represented as k Z plays an important role of providing observation measurement. The expression for k Z is given in equation (9).
where k V denotes sensing noise.
On this note, the data available for deriving decision at each time k is the history of controls and observation as expressed in equation (10) , the conditional probability distribution for the overall possible robot state is given in equation (11) 
The k b generated in equation (11) is also referred to as information state or belief that compressed the data k Η and can be recursively computed using the last state and current observation as expressed in equation (12) ( ) ( )
where α represent the normalization constant and the k U can be generated based on the information state using a policy k π as expressed in equation (13) ( )
The k π represent the solution of a POMDP over a continuous observation space with a limitation that is intractable. In addressing this issue, Feedback based Information Road Map (FIRM) was proposed to minimize the intractable problem to a tractable POMDP by generating a representative graph in the information state space. π , signifies the cost function. Experimental performance attained is impressive, but the technique is unable to cope with dynamic environment. In their future work, they want to propose a frame work that can learn and model changes using prior knowledge of object motion.
In the work of [18] vision-based technique using a monocular camera was proposed to initiate SLAM. The algorithm employed in their technique is known as Parallel, Tracking and Mapping (PTAM). In PTAM, procedures are split into two level task operations in parallel. In the tracking level, monocular camera fixed on mobile robot is used to capture images from the environment. Ground feature-based pose estimation algorithm was proposed to detect ground features. But to achieve a more accurate robot pose, a weighted projection error-based energy function expressed in (16) was used to achieve this task. Given the accurate robot localization attained by the expression in (16), matched features triangulated was used to generate an initial map. Afterwards is the second level task known as mapping thread, during this task, the initialized map is queried for incorporating new key features and these is achieved by employing the use of epipolar searching procedure. The new matched features are selected for acceptance by searching for candidate region around the epipolar with minimal differences of Zero-Mean Summed Squared Differences (ZMSSD), while candidate region with higher differences in ZMSSD compared to the threshold will be rejected for re-mapping. Expression is given in equation (17 After classification using equation (17), new map points generated are in-cooperated into the map points to improve the accuracy of the system. Indoor experimental performance carried out shows tremendous achievement towards accuracy, but from the future work presented in their study, they intend to improve the performance of their technique to cope with mapping in various illumination scenarios.
The work presented in the study of [19] is a graph based simultaneous localization and mapping. The concept of graph-based SLAM relies on representing the nodes present in the graph by each pose attained by the robot. In real world scenario, these nodes can be used to signify features extracted from images captured by camera sensors or laser point cloud. Nodes can also be employed to signify physical landmark of object like trees, cars etc. Edges present in the graph is signified by a factor connecting two nodes. These factors represent the bearing measurement of features. Given a robot navigating in an unknown environment using graph-based SLAM, the first problem to address is creating a graph. This can be attained by identifying the nodes and the factors connecting these nodes based on the data generated from the sensors, this computation is known as front-end. The second problem to address is the nodes configuration that provides best explanation for the factors. These steps assist to compute a maximum likelihood map and these computations is known as back end. Thus, the back ends aim to find configuration of nodes that minimize error created by the factors from the front-end operation. If Expression is given in equation (18). projection error of the observed landmark must be minimized for accuracy purpose. Thus, the minimization error can be expressed in equation (19) [19] . In their enhanced graph-based SLAM, experimental result shows tremendous success towards SLAM problem, but at an expense of high computational cost due to an increase in computational requirement at the matrix factorization stage. Furthermore, their graph-based SLAM couldn't cope with dynamic environment and in their future work, they will be improving the SLAM technique towards tracking of dynamic object.
Irie et al. proposed to address the problem of SLAM for outdoor navigation taking into consideration drastic illumination changes which happen in most environments [7] . In this technique, stereo camera capable of obtaining 3-D range data was employed to capture data from the environment. Afterwards, 2-D grid map that is not much affected by illumination condition is generated. Given the 2-D grid map, occupancy information and salient line segment can be extracted perfectly. The particle filter is employed to extract the robot pose while edge pint based stereo SLAM was used to obtain robot ego motion and the occupancy information simultaneously. This extracted information is used to address the SLAM problem. There are other important procedures carried out to develop their technique, the model in Figure 3 provides full description of the proposed SLAM technique for mobile robot navigation in outdoor environment. outdoor environment [7] The proposed model was successfully implemented and experimental performance of their visual odometry recovered from error and performed very well under various illumination situations. However, the technique failed under extremely adverse illumination condition such as when direct sunlight covers large part of the image and giving this condition, limited edge point is extracted for detection which resulted to huge error in motion estimation and inability to recover from kidnap robot.
IV. FUTURE WORK
Over the years, researchers have proposed various SLAM technique, but they were confronted with one problem or the other. In this review, some of the problems discussed are as follows: Illumination variation, kidnap robot, dynamic environment and high computational cost. Thus, all these problems if not fully addressed can be further minimize towards improving the SLAM performance. In the future work, filters could be employed to minimize the effect of illumination variation of shadow and light intensity. In literature Normalize Difference Index is a common algorithm towards minimizing the effect of shadow [20] while dark channel prior and OTSU thresholding algorithms are used to minimize light intensity [5] . These filters could be operating in parallel since we are taking into consideration the issue of high computational cost. The kidnap problem which contribute to localization failure can also be addressed by introducing into the proposed SLAM the scan to match algorithm to search for the reference map of the current observation for re-localization of the robot [21] . The dynamic issue can be minimized by introducing the enhanced fuzzy clustering technique for keeping track of multiple dynamic object in the environment [22] . The SLAM algorithm is most likely to be particle based, because of it satisfactory result and acceptable performance towards computational cost. However, with the future SLAM technique possessing all these characteristics, it might offer better performance than any of the technique discussed in this review.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, review on various SLAM algorithms was conducted, to understand how SLAM problem are being addressed, and the trend of problem encountered by researchers. SLAM has attracted many researchers because it supports the possibilities of concurrent execution of mapping and localization process. These become a great accomplishment in solving the problem of mobile robot autonomously achieving its goal without being controlled by anyone. More so, improving on this research area will require addressing problems associated with current SLAM. Therefore, review was conducted on recent and foundation SLAM to assist us discover persistence and recent problem associated to current SLAM techniques. However, the observation from this study and our previous review in [23] suggested that new researchers must focus their attention on the issue of high computational cost as related to processing time, this is a major problem mostly complained in SLAM. In addition, other problems such as illumination variance (light intensity and shadow), kidnap robot and dynamic environment are persistence problem mentioned by the researchers in their studies. Figure 5 shows the overall impact of SLAM problems as related to this research and in [23] . Furthermore, the advantages and limitations of sensors as related to SLAM problem were also discussed. In our future work, we will be implementing the proposed SLAM technique and successful execution will improve the performance of autonomous robot in path planning, exploration and mission planning.
